DRAFT STRATEGIC PLAN
FOR THE PAN AMERICAN SANITARY BUREAU, 2008-2012

Please make the following changes to the document as indicated below:

On page 37
• Indicator 1.3.2-At the end add: “(Brazil is the only country in the Americas with high leprosy burden, per WHO classification)”.
• Indicator 1.3.15-Replace the words “WHO Global” by “the regional”.

On page 51
• Indicator 2.2.6 Replace ‘Long Health’ by “Lung Health”.

On page 54
• Indicator 2.6.2.2; Delete the word “prevention” after “vector control”.

On page 120
• Indicator 11.2.2 Replace text by: “Number of countries where the amount of international aid for health development has increased.”

On page 164
• Replace paragraph 298 by: “The experience gained during implementation of this Plan (as reported on in Program Budget assessments) may require adjustments to the RERs.”